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A young woman follows her fiancé to war-torn Congo to study extremely endangered bonobo
apes-who teach her a new truth about love and belonging. In 2005, Vanessa Woods accepted a
marriage proposal from a man she barely knew and agreed to join him on a research trip to the
Democratic Republic of Congo, a country reeling from a brutal decade-long war that had
claimed the lives of millions. Settling in at a bonobo sanctuary in Congo's capital, Vanessa and
her fiancé entered the world of a rare ape with whom we share 98.7 percent of our DNA. She
soon discovered that many of the inhabitants of the sanctuary-ape and human alike-are
refugees from unspeakable violence, yet bonobos live in a peaceful society in which females are
in charge, war is nonexistent, and sex is as common and friendly as a handshake.A fascinating
memoir of hope and adventure, Bonobo Handshake traces Vanessa's self-discovery as she
finds herself falling deeply in love with her husband, the apes, and her new surroundings while
probing life's greatest question: What ultimately makes us human? Courageous and
extraordinary, this true story of revelation and transformation in a fragile corner of Africa is about
looking past the differences between animals and ourselves, and finding in them the same
extraordinary courage and will to survive. For Vanessa, it is about finding her own path as a
writer and scientist, falling in love, and finding a home.Watch a Video

From Publishers WeeklyDevoted to learning more about bonobos, a smaller, more peaceable
species of primate than chimpanzees, and lesser known, Australian journalist Woods and her
fiancé, scientist Brian Hare, conducted research in the bonobos' only known habitat—civil war–
torn Congo. Woods's plainspoken, unadorned account traces the couple's work at Lola Ya
Bonobo Sanctuary, located outside Kinshasa in the 75-acre forested grounds of what was once
Congo dictator Mobutu Sese Seko's weekend retreat. The sanctuary, founded in 1994 and run
by French activist Claudine André, served as an orphanage for baby bonobos, left for dead after
their parents had been hunted for bush meat; the sanctuary healed and nurtured them
(assigning each a human caretaker called a mama), with the aim of reintroducing the animals to
the wild. Hare had only previously conducted research on the more warlike, male-dominated
chimpanzee, and needed Woods because she spoke French and won the animals' trust; through
their daily work, the couple witnessed with astonishment how the matriarchal bonobo society
cooperated nicely using frequent sex, and could even inspire human behavior. When Woods
describes her daily interaction with the bonobos, her account takes on a warm charm. Woods's
personable, accessible work about bonobos elucidates the marvelous intelligence and tolerance
of this gentle cousin to humans. (Apr.)Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of
Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.From BooklistWoods was an Australian primate lover, flitting from job to job while she



tried to decide what to do with her life. Brian Hare was a newly minted American PhD. They met
at a chimpanzee sanctuary in Uganda, fell in love, and a year later were on a plane to the
Democratic Republic of Congo, which had suffered a decade-long war, fought over its vast
resources of diamonds, gold, cobalt, and other minerals, and in which more than five million
died. The human suffering had fostered a rise in the bush-meat trade, and one of the prime
targets was bonobos, the “other” chimpanzee. The story of Woods’ and Hare’s research at the
only bonobo sanctuary in the world mixes the intimacy of memoir with the science of behavioral
research. As Woods comes to know her new husband, she also begins to know the resident
bonobos. Bonobos share, use sex to settle arguments, and possess almost 99 percent of our
DNA. This mostly joyous book is not afraid to talk about the terrible recent history of the Congo,
but ultimately it comes down on the side of hope—for the Congo and the bonobos. --Nancy Bent
--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review"Don't think that this is just a book
about apes. It's a love story, an adventure story, and a political education about a country that
has seen more tragedy and inhumanity than you can imagine." ---Adam Hochschild, author of
King Leopold's Ghost --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Back
CoverA young woman follows her fiancé to war-torn Congo to study extremely endangered
bonobo apes---who teach her a new truth about love and belonging. --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.From AudioFileThe word 'Bonobo' doesn't exist in the Microsoft
spell-checker, complains author Vanessa Woods. She writes about studying these obscure
chimpanzee relatives in Congo, along with the history, geography, and politics of the unstable
region. Narrator Justine Eyre transforms herself into the writer. American listeners may
experience some bewilderment with the Down-Under accent but will soon adjust. Eyre also
imitates the native Congolese keepers, who speak African French. Woods's humorous stories,
mixed with details of her scientific work, make for an audiobook that never becomes dull. Her
descriptions of the internecine killings seen in both the great apes and the genocidal local tribes
demonstrate an eerie likeness between the two genera. J.A.H. © AudioFile 2010, Portland,
Maine --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Review"Don't think that
this is just a book about apes. It's a love story, an adventure story, and a political education about
a country that has seen more tragedy and inhumanity than you can imagine." ---Adam
Hochschild, author of King Leopold's Ghost --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable
edition of this title.About the AuthorVanessa Woods is a research scientist, journalist, and author
of children's books. A member of the Hominoid Psychology Research Group, her first book is It's
Every Monkey for Themselves.Justine Eyre has turned her passion for reading and remarkable
facility with accents into her dream career. This classically trained, multilingual actress has
narrated well over 400 audiobooks and has been honored to receive a coveted Audie Award and
multiple AudioFile Earphones Awards. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of
this title.Read more
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Handshake“Funny, adventurous, and heartbreaking. Woods takes us with her to darkest Africa to
meet our nearest relative, the nearly extinct bonobo. This must-read book illuminates
extraordinary courage in both people and animals.”—Sara Gruen, bestselling author of Water for
Elephants“Gain insights into both the darkness and altruistic sides of our own emotions by
getting to know chimpanzees and bonobos in an African sanctuary. This book is both shocking
and hilarious.”—Temple Grandin, author of Animals in Translationand Animals Make Us
Human“Don’t think that this is just a book about apes. It’s a love story, an adventure story, and a
political education about a country that has seen more tragedy and inhumanity than you can
imagine. Above all, it’s an introduction to creatures who have every claim to being more human,
in the best sense of the word, than we are.”—Adam Hochschild, author of King Leopold’s
Ghost“This is a startling book. Page after page astonished me. A beautifully written journey into
the tangled jungle of the human mind, it also brings us movingly into intimate, loving contact with
our extraordinary cousins. This is a compelling story, told with striking honesty, humor, and
intelligence.”—Alan Alda, author of the New York Times bestsellersThings I Overheard While
Talking to Myself and Never Have Your Dog Stuffed“This is a thoughtful, eloquent memoir, well
written and well researched, alternately charming and horrific.”—Minneapolis Star-
Tribune“Woods’s account of her time with the bonobo apes is a story to savor.”—
People“[Woods’s] book about her work in the Congo is exciting, informative, and personal. It is
hard to come away without a soft spot for these frisky cousins of ours.”—St. Louis Post-
Dispatch“When Woods describes her daily interaction with the bonobos, her account takes on a
warm charm. Woods’s personable, accessible work about bonobos elucidates the marvelous
intelligence and tolerance of this gentle cousin to humans.”—Publishers Weekly“A page-turner
that journeys into the deepest jungle to tell a story of war, a peaceful primate cousin of man, and
love—between woman and man and woman and ape.”—The Durham News“If valor is the better
part of primate research, Woods’s fearlessness in getting on intimate (really intimate) terms with
her simian subjects is mighty impressive.”—Indieweek.com“Bonobo Handshake works because
of Woods the author, Woods the receptive witness, and the people and apes whose story this
becomes.”—Weeklydig.com“A late-in-life, coming-of-age story, Bonobo Handshake touches on
redemption, the war and history of the Congo, anthropological science, research and its ethics,
sex, and, principally, bonobos—one of humanity’s closest living relatives. Dense, thoughtful, and
at once playful and terribly harsh, Bonobo Handshake tells us a story we need to know.”—“It is



indeed a window into the emotions and psychology of our nearest primate relatives, bonobos
and chimps. But more than that, it’s a revealing look into the mind and heart of a young woman
finding her way as a scientist and a conservationist.”—“Highbrow ... brilliant.”—New York
magazineVanessa Woods is a research scientist, a journalist, and an author. A member of the
Hominoid Psychology Research Group, she works at Duke University as well as Lola Ya Bonobo
in Congo. She is also a feature writer for the Discovery Channel, and her writing has appeared in
publications such as BBC Wildlife and Travel Africa. Her first book, It’s Every Monkey for
Themselves, was published in Australia in 2007. Woods lives in North Carolina with her
husband, scientist Brian Hare. Ten percent of the profits of this book will be going to Lola Ya
Bonobo.GOTHAM BOOKSPublished by Penguin Group (USA) Inc.375 Hudson Street, New
York, New York 10014, U.S.A.Penguin Group (Canada), 90 Eglinton Avenue East, Suite 700,
Toronto, Ontario M4P 2Y3, Canada (a division of Pearson Penguin Canada Inc.) • Penguin
Books Ltd, 80 Strand, London WC2R 0RL, England • Penguin Ireland, 25 St Stephen’s Green,
Dublin 2, Ireland (a division of Penguin Books Ltd) • Penguin Group (Australia), 250 Camberwell
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India • Penguin Group (NZ), 67 Apollo Drive, Rosedale, North Shore 0632, New Zealand (a
division of Pearson New Zealand Ltd) • Penguin Books (South Africa) (Pty) Ltd, 24 Sturdee
Avenue, Rosebank, Johannesburg 2196, South AfricaPenguin Books Ltd, Registered Offices:
80 Strand, London WC2R 0RL, EnglandPublished by Gotham Books, a member of Penguin
Group (USA) Inc.First trade paperback printing, June 2011Gotham Books and the skyscraper
logo are trademarks of Penguin Group (USA) Inc.Copyright © 2010 by Vanessa WoodsAll rights
reservedAll photos courtesy of the authorLIBRARY OF CONGRESS CATALOGING-IN-
PUBLICATION DATAWoods, Vanessa, 1977–Bonobo handshake / by Vanessa Woods.p. cm.1.
Bonobo—Behavior—Congo (Democratic Republic) 2. Bonobo—Congo (Democratic Republic)
3. Wildlife rescue—Congo (Democratic Republic) 4. Woods, Vanessa, 1977–5. André, Claudine.
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under copyright reserved above, no part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in or
introduced into a retrieval system, or transmitted, in any form, or by any means (electronic,
mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise), without the prior written permission of both
the copyright owner and the above publisher of this book.The scanning, uploading, and
distribution of this book via the Internet or via any other means without the permission of the
publisher is illegal and punishable by law. Please purchase only authorized electronic editions,
and do not participate in or encourage electronic piracy of copyrighted materials. Your support of
the author’s rights is appreciated.While the author has made every effort to provide accurate
telephone numbers and Internet addresses at the time of publication, neither the publisher nor
the author assumes any responsibility for errors, or for changes that occur after publication.
Further, the publisher does not have any control over and does not assume any responsibility for
author or third-party Web sites or their content.Penguin is committed to publishing works of



quality and integrity. In that spirit, we are proud to offer this book to our readers; however, the
story, the experiences, and the words are the author’s alone.For MalouAu Congo la guerre est
finieOh, mon ami,Alors pourquoi de la forêtIls inondent notre nursery?A LolaA Lola ya
BonoboC’est leur paradis.Kikwit et Lomami, comment aux arbres grimperSans les doigts que
les sorciers vous ont coupé?Kikongo et Lomela, comment oublierLa peine et la douleur?A LolaA
Lola ya BonoboC’est leur paradis.—CHANSON DES MAMAS, LOLA YA BONOBOIn Congo,
the war has endedOh, my friend,Why then from the forestDo they flood our nursery?At LolaAt
Lola ya BonoboIt is their paradiseKikwit and Lomami, how do you climb treesWithout the fingers
the witch doctors severed?Kikongo and Lomela, how can you forgetThe pain and suffering?At
LolaAt Lola ya BonoboIt is their paradise—SONG BY THE MAMAS, LOLA YA BONOBOChapter
1I t’s 2:17 A.M. in a Paris hotel room and my sweat is bleeding into the sheets. I’ve been staring
for hours at the popcorn ceiling, little balls of stucco poised to drop like concrete rain. The walls
boxing me in are as thick as a bomb shelter, built to keep out the noise of landing planes and
overzealous couples in neighboring rooms.Anxiety is drilling holes into my chest, because I have
to sleep and I can’t. In a few hours I’m going to a place where bad things happen. I need to be
rested. I must be alert.But instead I’m shivering and clammy. I have never done anything as
stupid as this journey I have already begun. My eyes are almost swollen shut but I can’t keep
them closed. I am curled and crushed under this fear that I’ve been carrying around, like a
hernia, for so many days.There is a man sleeping next to me. His curls fall over his face and his
cheeks are flushed because the room is too warm. His eyelashes are obscenely long, his lips
too full. He could be a woman except for his prognathic jaw, his Neanderthal brow. His breath
sails in and out of his lungs without effort. His sleep is so deep that his fingers are twitching and
his eyes flicker behind his eyelids.It’s because of him that I’m here. He is on a treasure hunt.
Chasing shadows of our simian past to answer the greatest question of all time.I want to slap
him awake. I can’t believe he can sleep when I’m obviously freaking out. I want to push him off
the bed with my feet and hear the satisfying thud when he hits the thinly covered concrete. But
we’ve already fought for an hour tonight. Or rather, I screeched at him like a harpy with my fists
twisted into the covers so they didn’t punch him in the face.I want so desperately to go home, to
go back to my family and tell them it was a horrible mistake, this new life with him.His tongue
falls back against his throat and a small snore escapes. It reverberates through this jail cell I’m in
and rakes its fingernails across my nerves.We’re supposed to get married and I’ve never hated
anyone so much in my life.Chapter 2I didn’t always want to push my fiancé off a balcony. Twelve
months ago I would have jumped off a balcony for him. But a lot can change in a year.We met in
Uganda at the house of Debby Cox, the founder of a chimpanzee sanctuary called Ngamba
Island. Debby and I had been friends for years. I first met her when I was twenty-two and fresh
out of college. I was volunteering for Taronga Zoo in Sydney when I heard about the chimp island
she had started for orphan chimpanzees whose parents were killed by the bushmeat trade.Part
of Debby’s conservation program was counting the chimpanzees in Budongo Forest. The world’s
biggest population of chimpanzees was in Congo, but they were rapidly being butchered and



eaten. The Ugandans had traditional taboos against eating apes, and they had the second-
biggest population. But no one knew how many chimpanzees were left or where they were. My
job was to lead a team of Ugandans on a census, for which I had zero qualifications. Debby
hired me only because the real primatologist got malaria and pulled out at the last minute.Those
were interesting times. It was 1999 and eight gorilla tourists had been hacked to death with
machetes in Bwindi National Park. Their bodies were found covered in deep slashes, their skulls
smashed to pieces. The 150 rebels who surrounded their camp were part of the genocide in
Rwanda in 1994 and used the mountains as a base.Debby wrote three days before I was
supposed to arrive and told me it was too dangerous and I should cancel my trip, but being
young and stupid I told her I didn’t care about rebels and I was coming anyway. In return, Debby
threw me into the jungle like a football and hoped I would come out alive.I envisioned myself
slicing through the foliage with my hair swept into a glossy ponytail and stylish smudges of dirt
underneath my cheekbones. I would walk among forest elephants in the glittering sunlight. I
would adorn myself with pythons and gain a reputation among the rebel warlords as some kind
of goddess. Perhaps I would even find my own personal Tarzan whom I could take home and
show the wonders of civilization.All I found in the jungle were bugs and a lack of personal space.
The vegetation pressed in thick and close, and hacking your way through it wasn’t as easy as
Indiana Jones makes it look. We barely even saw chimpanzees, and when we did, they
screamed their heads off and clearly wanted to rip our guts out.After four months, I was ready to
get out but I didn’t want to go home. So I started helping Debby with the education programs
around the office.Then one afternoon, a pet pack was dropped on the doorstep and changed my
life. Shivering in the back of the pet pack was Baluku, a two-year-old chimpanzee. Hunters had
shot his mother and locked him in a coal shed for two months. When the Ugandan police
confiscated him, he was as white as paper beneath his hair from lack of sunlight, and two
slashes in his groin oozed pus where he had struggled against the rope that tethered him.Debby
took Baluku out of the pet pack and plastered him to my chest. And that is where he stayed for a
month. Debby wasn’t trying to give me the experience of a lifetime. Baluku needed someone to
cling to and Debby needed a giant petri dish to inform her of the diseases he was carrying. If I
got worms, it meant Baluku had worms. If I got giardia, Baluku had giardia.But from the moment
his tiny fingers latched onto my T-shirt, I was never the same. Before Baluku, I loved selfishly. I
took my family for granted, my boyfriends were an extension of my vanity, and my friends were a
fun way to pass the time. That wasn’t enough for Baluku. He needed all of me. He didn’t let go. I
cooked, showered, slept, and went to the toilet with his frail arms wrapped around my neck. If I
tried to give him to someone else even for a minute, he dug his fingers into my arms and didn’t
let go. If I did manage to pull him off, he would fall to the floor, hit his head on the ground, then
finally wrap his arms around his knees and rock with a terrible blank look in his eyes.It was the
first time I had to give myself so completely. But I didn’t feel trapped or resentful because I never
had a moment’s rest or a solid night’s sleep. Baluku’s love was its own reward.Every day we sat
under an old mango tree, playing tug-of-war and hide-and-seek. I chased him around the



gnarled trunk and when I caught him, I blew raspberries into his belly and listened to his hoarse
laughter. I watched him grow from a shattered husk to a youngster full of mischief. Despite the
pee I occasionally slept in, the poop I combed through looking for parasites, and the bottles of
milk I had to warm every two hours throughout the night, I woke each morning happier than I had
ever been. I was making a difference. I was making Baluku’s world a better place.That was when
I decided I was going to be just like Debby, who was part chimpanzee herself. Tough as a brick,
proud, and stubborn, she had fits of temper that would send everyone diving under the furniture.
But her life was full of meaning and purpose. There were more than forty chimps on Ngamba
Island living on a hundred acres of forest, and every one of them had arrived in the same state
as Baluku : shivering, terrified, and motherless.I was going to dedicate my life to saving chimps. I
would snatch them from the arms of death and bring them to a sanctuary I would call Chimp
Paradise. I would be on good terms with the president of wherever we were and he would listen
attentively to my plans for chimpanzee conservation. I would stop deforestation. End global
warming.Unfortunately, I had run out of cash. Debby found me a job with a zebra project in
Kenya. I didn’t get paid, but we were fed and we slept in tents in the savanna. I counted zebra all
the way from Nairobi to Ethiopia and back again, until I was really and truly broke.I went home to
Australia, intending to save up enough money to go back to Uganda, but life kept getting in the
way. I took odd jobs. I was a secretary, a receptionist, and a pizza waitress. I managed to move
on to more interesting employment, but I had no followthrough.I went to Antarctica to measure
the temperature of the ocean currents but I never published. I wrote a children’s book and some
magazine articles but I never got serious about writing. I worked in television but I never did any
training so my camera work was only ever mediocre. I was a goldfish, swimming until I bumped
the glass and then changing direction until I hit glass again.After a bad breakup with a boyfriend,
I decided what I needed was to go back to where it all started—the jungle. I wanted to work with
chimpanzees in Africa, but the closest I could get was chasing monkeys in Costa Rica. I took it.
And when I got there I remembered everything I hated about the jungle. Bugs. Vines. Four A.M.
starts.It didn’t surprise anyone when I bailed out early. I was twenty-eight years old and I hadn’t
accomplished anything. I was bewildered and slightly traumatized by the whole monkey-chasing
experience, so I bumped the glass and flipped again.I had just finished a filming contract with
Disney to film five-minute video postcards of animals in Central America. I talked them into
another contract, this time filming animals in Africa. I asked Debby if I could come back to
Uganda to film Baluku and the other chimps on Ngamba Island. She said yes, and I booked a
plane and was on my way.My plan was this:I would make my pilgrimage to the island and call
Baluku in from the forest. I would find him with one hand on his belly, serenely contemplating the
distance. He would remember me, of course, and when he saw me, he would take both my
hands in his, lean close, and whisper my destiny.That was the plan, anyway.DEBBY’S HOUSE
WAS IN ENTEBBE, a forty-five-minute boat ride from the island. She wasn’t home, and I was
dirty and exhausted. My plane had been delayed for fifteen hours in the Nairobi airport. My bag,
with my filming equipment, was lost somewhere between Uganda and Zanzibar. I dragged



myself up the stairs and stumbled into the living room. Sitting on the sofa was a young man
reading a book.I did a double take. Men were uncommon in the chimp house. It was usually filled
with giggling girls with hairy legs, like I used to be.He lowered the book and looked at me. His
blue eyes glittered through a mess of curls. I was acutely aware that I resembled something that
had crawled out of a gutter. He raised an eyebrow that was as sharp as a crow’s wing.“Hi,” he
said. “I’m Brian.”He had an American accent with a faint Southern twang.“What are you doing
here?” I blurted out.“I’ll be working here soon, I hope.”“Volunteer?”“Researcher.”“Ph.D.?”“Just
finished.”He pushed his curls back from his forehead. The way he looked at me could have set
off a fire alarm.You are not to fall in love with him, I told myself sternly. And you are definitely not
going to sleep with him.Of course I did both.IT TOOK TWO DAYS to have sex with him and three
to fall in love. Fast, even by my standards.Debby took us to Jinja, the source of the Nile, where a
friend of hers ran a guesthouse. From the balcony we could see the Nile flowing past on its way
to Egypt. The chocolate-cake riverbank crumbled over the edges. The strength of the water
pouring over the falls was enough to power the city. The whole place was a giant metaphor for
sex.Resist, I hissed at my erogenous zones, which were poking their heads out of a six-month
coma. Everything about him, from his careless charm to his easy smile, made it clear I’d get
more commitment from a stray cat.“Ngamba is so different from what I’m used to,” he said
massaging my foot, oblivious to how wrong we were for each other. “You know I used to work in
a biomedical lab?”All inner dialogue screeched to a halt. I scrambled backward, appalled. I knew
a little of what went on in biomedical labs and I couldn’t believe he had slipped under Debby’s
radar. She would never let a biomedical researcher near her chimps. Brian held up his hands, as
if to show me he wasn’t hiding any tortured monkeys in his pockets.“It’s okay, Debby knows. I
only started working in a lab because I was so nuts about chimps.”When Brian was nineteen, he
went to college at Emory because he knew he could work with the chimps at the Yerkes National
Primate Research Center. On his first day, he went on a tour with one of the lab assistants. She
rolled her eyes while Brian babbled about how excited he was to see the chimps, how they were
the most amazing animals ever and he couldn’t wait to hug one.The lab assistant led him into a
corridor. On either side, there were rows and rows of concrete runs. Each run had a room inside
and a room outside that were connected by a door. Reinforced metal bars protected people
standing in the corridor. Almost.“Okay,” said the lab assistant. “Stand here.”She went into the
next room and watched Brian through a window. Suddenly, unearthly screams flew into the
corridor, so loud they nearly knocked him over. Brian saw black flashes as a dozen two-hundred-
pound chimpanzees ran in from outside. They were almost as tall as he was and their thighs
were as thick as tree trunks. Their hair stood on end as they howled for his blood. They bashed
on the metal grille and bared their teeth, drooling in rage.The first pile of shit hit Brian square in
the face. This started a volley of shit balls that transformed Brian into a putrid mud pie. Shit
splattered in his ears and in his mouth. Then Brian watched in horror as a chimpanzee jerked
himself off, slurped up the cum, and spat it out. The missile dribbled down Brian’s chest as the
chimp screeched maniacally.The lab assistant brought Brian out, watching smugly as he



cleaned himself off as best he could.“Those,” she said, “are chimpanzees.”Brian’s supervisor at
Yerkes was studying reproduction. During one experiment, a probe was inserted into the
chimpanzee’s anus, then electricity was shot through the probe to make the chimpanzee
ejaculate. The tissue around the anus is extremely sensitive, and the chimps could bleed for
days. Brian’s job was to clean the anal probes.Occasionally, Brian passed the HIV unit, where
the chimps were in crush cages. Each cage was just big enough for the chimp to stand up and
turn around. The cages had a crank that moved one wall of the cage forward, jamming the
chimps against the wall so a researcher could give them injections. The chimps spent their entire
lives in these crush cages. They could see each other, but they weren’t allowed to touch. The
only contact they had was with humans who were covered head to toe in white fabric, goggles, a
face mask, Kevlar gloves, and gum boots.Brian didn’t last much longer than a month at the
medical station. He transferred to the field station and started working with a famous
psychologist called Mike Tomasello. Mike was interested in intelligence, and Brian’s new job was
to figure out how chimpanzees think.The chimps at the field station were better off than the ones
at the medical station. They lived in social groups in enclosures that were no worse than those at
most zoos. Brian convinced himself that this was as good as things were going to get. He loved
the chimps, and he knew they looked forward to his experiments to break the monotony of the
day.Then he started working with a group of chimps called FS3. The other chimps at the field
station were allowed to spend part of each day outside, but FS3 didn’t have an outdoor area.
Their “enclosure” was a concrete cage with some Plexiglas benches. There was one toy, a metal
pole, and a swing made for a three-year-old chimp called Abby.As Brian got to know FS3, he
became bothered by their lack of freedom—not in terms of space but in terms of choice. Brian
knew of a progressive research institute in Japan run by Professor Tetsuro Matsuzawa.
Matsuzawa’s chimps didn’t have much space either, but the chimps had a lot of choices. Their
enclosure was high and full of climbing structures, so the chimps could choose to go up or down.
There were hiding places so the chimps could choose whom they wanted to hang out with. They
could choose from a wide variety of food. Mothers could choose to be tested with their infants.
Infants could participate in the research.In the novel 1984 by George Orwell, the worst part of
the dystopia wasn’t Big Brother always watching or the drab postwar world or the dreary work. It
was the absence of choice.The people had all their decisions made for them.They were told
when to eat, how to behave, whom to love. And it was this dehumanizing lack of choice that
made life so unbearable.At Yerkes, the chimps had only one choice—inside or outside—and
FS3 didn’t have even that.They couldn’t avoid their cage mates or hide from researchers. In the
wild, chimps eat hundreds of different foods. By U.S. law, the only food you are required to feed a
captive chimpanzee is “monkey chow,” which has all the required nutritional components but
tastes like cardboard. In a show of benevolence, Yerkes added half an orange to the diet.Then
there was the commercial side. Every part of the chimps could be bought and sold, their minds,
their organs, their blood. It was $30 a day per chimp for the kind of behavior work that Brian did,
and much more for any kind of medical testing.After five years, Brian had had enough. His



undergraduate degree was finished, and his supervisor, Mike Tomasello, was moving to Leipzig
to become the director of psychology at the Max Planck Institute. The Germans were building
Mike a $14 million facility at the Leipzig Zoo, inspired by Matsuzawa’s institute in Japan. There
would be spacious indoor and outdoor enclosures with grass and trees and climbing structures.
When the Max Planck Institute told Mike he could get twenty-five chimps from anywhere he
wanted, Brian started hatching a plot to bust out FS3.Yerkes was already in trouble because it
had too many chimps. In 1997, the National Institutes of Health banned the breeding of
chimpanzees and demanded that Yerkes reduce its population. So when Mike asked for twenty-
five chimps, including FS3, the director of Yerkes was thrilled. He hastily agreed and even
promised to see the chimps off at the airport. All the plans were in place. Then Dr. Death stepped
in.The most powerful person at a biomedical center is not the director—it is the head vet. The
head vet makes the rules about research, animal health, and animal management. Dr. Death
was so obsessed with the physical health of her animals that she made their environment as
sterile as possible. One of the keepers wanted to put honey between the pages of a phone book
to give to the chimps as enrichment. No, said Dr. Death, honey can carry botulism. Rope in the
cages for them to play with? No, they might strangle themselves.Dr. Death was hated by anyone
who cared about the chimps. Keepers used to fantasize about keeping her in a crush cage and
feeding her monkey chow for a month.With a purse of her thin lips, she blocked Brian’s FS3
transfer. There was a biomedical lab in Louisiana that wanted Yerkes’s excess chimps. FS3
would go there.Brian was devastated. He wrote to the board at Emory, pleading for the decision
to be overturned. But Dr. Death was too powerful. FS3 went to Louisiana.The final straw for Brian
was Abby. Several years after he left Yerkes, he met a malaria researcher at a conference who
said she had tested some of the chimps in FS3. It turned out she had ordered Abby’s spleen to
be removed.“Did you ever meet Abby?” asked Brian, desperate for news. “She’s amazing. Really
sweet. And super smart.”“No,” said the researcher. “I never met any of the chimps.”Brian paused
in his story as the sunlight winked on the Nile like a thousand golden eyes.“I know how many
people malaria kills. I think research should be done to stop it and that if necessary, research
should be done on chimps to find a cure. But there is no reason for the chimps to live in concrete
cages their whole lives. No reason they can’t have ropes and toys and honey in phone books.
And in 1997, only three hundred chimps out of the fifteen hundred in biomedical centers were
being used in any kind of research. The rest were just sitting there, digging out their eyeballs in
boredom and throwing shit.“I put five years into Yerkes, telling myself it was okay. But it wasn’t.
And people like me, who study behavior, we tell ourselves that there’s nowhere else we can do
the research. We can’t study them in the wild—we need to interact with them to figure out how
they think. We need controlled conditions like a lab so we can be sure of the results. Apart from
Leipzig, zoos aren’t usually set up for research. And even if they are, most of them don’t have a
large enough sample to run the most powerful statistics.“But paying biomedical labs to use their
chimps means we are supporting how they operate and the conditions those chimps live in.”He
pushed his hair back from his forehead and his eyes were all the colors of a shattered



glacier.“And there is somewhere else we can go. My Harvard adviser, Richard Wrangham, has a
wild chimpanzee field site up-country, in Kibale. He told me about Ngamba.We can work at
sanctuaries.There are over a thousand chimps in sanctuaries all over Africa. They have night
buildings we can run our experiments in. There are heaps of subjects, of all different ages. After
we work with them for a couple of hours, they go out to a huge forest.They live like chimps, not
rats in a cage.”He broke off and leaned in conspiratorially.“I just applied for a million bucks from
the Germans. If I get it, I’m going to make three sanctuaries, world-class research facilities. I’m
going to build buildings better than any biomedical lab, where people can do the best studies
ever.This is where we belong, in Africa, giving back more than we take away.”He was so
passionate, so hungry, that I forgot everything. I stopped calculating how I could lose less than
he would. How I could come out of this less broken, more intact. He had an intense frown
creasing his forehead, and those glacier eyes were full of purpose. His dream lay between us,
spilled and uncorrupted.And right there and then, I wanted to fold myself up like a letter and
deliver myself to his hands.DESPITE MY BEST EFFORTS, the next morning I was naked and in
bed with him. I squeezed my eyes shut to delay facing the opponent I’d given in to with such
pitiful resistance.I opened my eyes a little, so I could just see him through my eyelashes. He was
watching me, a crooked smile tugging at his lips. I pulled up the sheet to cover myself, but
frankly, it was a little late for such modesty.“You asshole,” I whispered. “You took advantage of
me.”“You took advantage of me.”We grinned at each other stupidly.“You’ve ruined my career,” he
said. “Debby’s never going to let me work here once she finds out about this.”“What about me?
I’m never going to live it down.”“I don’t care. It was worth it.”“No, it wasn’t. Get out of my room.
Quick, before anyone knows you’re here.”HE LEFT ON THE THIRD DAY. We said good-bye at
the airport security gate. I had to pretend I didn’t care. Falling in love with someone straight after
you have sex is so not cool.He waved and smiled. I did my best to smile and wave back.Well, I
thought as I walked out the door, guess I won’t be seeing him again.Chapter 3“Check this out,”
Brian says, slamming a piece of paper on the kitchen table. It’s four P.M. on a Thursday in
Leipzig, Germany. A sparkling engagement ring is on my left hand, and six boxes of clothes are
spilling onto the bedroom floor of our apartment.I’m still jet-lagged, if that’s possible after three
months, and still getting used to the idea that I’ve moved halfway across the world to marry a
man I barely know.After the initial three days in Uganda, he flew me to Germany for two weeks.
Five months later, he flew to Australia for two weeks.Two weeks after that he flew back to
Australia and asked me to marry him. The whole process took a year, six hundred megabytes of
e-mail, and almost a thousand hours on the phone. But the time we had spent face-to-face
before we decided to get married amounted to thirty-one days.I quit my job at the Discovery
Channel in Sydney, which wasn’t such a hard decision since I was about to be fired anyway. My
job was scheduling programs, and I had a television on my desk, but instead of watching nature
documentaries, I switched to Buffy the Vampire Slayer every day at three P.M., followed by
Baywatch Hawaii and 90210. I wasn’t exactly a stellar employee. Then I screwed up a $3 million
advertisement deal and I was pretty much finished.Moving to Germany was almost a relief. Brian



got his million bucks from the Germans and he had just spent three months at Ngamba
Island.The chimps loved the tests, the keepers were amazingly helpful, and the results were
better than he had hoped. He promised if I came to Germany I could go on his trips with him and
help him with his research.I pictured us in matching safari outfits, striding through the Ngamba
forest, baby chimpanzees dangling from our arms. I would make insightful and intelligent
comments that would revolutionize his research. He would introduce me as the inspiration
behind his ideas and I would lower my eyes modestly in a way that made everyone realize it was
true.But Brian has suddenly changed the game plan. We aren’t going to Ngamba anymore.
We’re going to Congo, to study bonobos.“Bonobo? Is that some kind of tree?”Brian looks at me
incredulously. “I can’t believe you don’t know what a bonobo is.They’re a different species of
chimpanzee.”“How come I’ve never heard of them?”Brian sighs. “No one has. They’re ignored by
everyone, especially chimp people, who should know better. I guess I shouldn’t be surprised
they escaped you too.”Now I’m on the defensive. “You said we were going to Ngamba. Why are
we going to Congo to study some weird chimp?”“They aren’t chimps. They’re a different species.
You know how chimps hunt and kill each other? How they have war and kill babies? Well,
bonobos don’t do any of that.They’re more peaceful.”“They sound boring.”“They have a lot of
sex.”“So do rabbits.”Brian opens his mouth as if to go on, but the look on my face changes his
mind. “Trust me, you’re going to love them.”IN THE FOLLOWING WEEKS, I refuse to listen to
why Brian’s so excited about bonobos, despite his pointedly leaving journal articles and
research papers around the flat. I feel gypped. I’m a chimp girl.The idea that there’s another
primate cousin out there somewhere is as interesting as finding another freckle on my arm.I want
to go to Ngamba to see Baluku. I spent a few days with him last year after Brian left. He looked
remarkably like a Buddha, with a belly the size of a watermelon. Instead of leaning forward and
telling me my destiny, he whooped and yelled and grabbed my hand and shook it frantically. We
were so happy to see each other, I didn’t want to leave.Brian said Baluku was one of the
smartest chimps he had ever met, and though I obviously had nothing to do with this, I couldn’t
help feeling smug. I wasn’t exactly sure what Brian’s research was about, but I knew it involved
playing fun problem-solving games. I wanted to play them with Baluku and the other chimps on
Ngamba, not some weird chimp strangers on the other side of Africa.I halfheartedly pick up the
piece of paper Brian has left on the kitchen table. It’s an article about Congo. I’m not really
interested but I read it anyway. It tells the story of Zainabo Alfani, a widow from Kisangani in the
east. She was on her way to Bunia with her two daughters and her six-month-old baby to sell
some diamonds. She was on the bus with fourteen other women when they heard gunfire. The
bus driver told everyone to get off the bus and hide in the jungle. As soon as they got off he
drove away, abandoning them in the forest.Soon after, eighteen soldiers appeared. They
ordered the women to take off their clothes. One by one, the soldiers examined the women’s
genitals.A witch doctor had told them that long vagina lips would protect them from bullets.
Zainabo’s were the longest. The soldiers shot the other women and cut off Zainabo’s vagina lips.
The soldiers raped her while she was bleeding until she fainted.When she woke up, the soldiers



were eating part of her thigh. They cut her right foot, her left arm, and her right breast to collect
her blood. They drank her blood mixed with water and ate pieces of her flesh.The soldiers
brought Zainabo and her children farther into the jungle, where a cook was preparing human
flesh skewered over a fire. While Zainabo watched, they drowned her daughters, ten-year-old
Alima and eight-year-old Mulassi, in a barrel, then pierced their stomachs. They ate one
daughter with foufou (mashed manioc powder) in front of her, then saved the other one until later
in the night.A man approached Zainabo. She begged him to leave her dead body with her baby
on the road so someone might bury them. He didn’t answer. Instead, he took a knife and cut her
stomach open. She fainted.When she woke up, she was in a hospital with her baby. It was two
years before she could leave. One of her rapists had given her AIDS. She traveled to Kinshasa to
tell her story to the U.N. and died a month later. Her son was three years old.By the time I finish
reading, the blood has drained from my face and I am shaking.“Fucked-up shit, huh?” Brian
says, nodding as though he is pleased he’s finally got my attention.“I’m not going.”“What?”“If you
want to go to a country where they eat people, you go ahead. But I’m not coming.”“You have to
come.You speak French. I can’t do it without you.”I am baffled by Brian’s logic. “And that
convinces me how? Why can’t you study bonobos somewhere else?”“They don’t live anywhere
else. Just Congo.”“I don’t understand.You say you love me.You want to marry me. And then you
want to take me to a country where they cut off women’s vagina lips.You’re not making any
sense.”“Okay,” he says. “You don’t have to come. But what are you going to do while I’m gone?
Stay here in Leipzig by yourself?”I look out the window. It’s August, the end of summer, and it
has been raining for three weeks. The clouds hang so low, they float on the same plane as our
apartment on the fifth floor. It’s already turning cold.Leipzig isn’t exactly a barrel of laughs. The
East Germans had to deal with the aftermath of World War II in the forties, the Russians in the
fifties, and the Stasi in the eighties, when one in four civilians was a spy. Our secretary’s father
had been kidnapped by the secret police for listening to the Beatles. Our baker’s uncle was shot.
Not surprisingly, there is a heaviness to the place. An air of suspicion.I don’t know anyone. I don’t
speak German. I’m so homesick for Australia that I just spent three days on the sofa, crying.This
isn’t at all working out how I expected. I contemplate being alone in the apartment for a month
and try to think of a reason to go to Congo. I can think of only one.My father was in the Vietnam
War. To say he came back shattered doesn’t really cover it. There were nights when he would
barricade himself in the bedroom, stacking up the furniture against the door, making machine-
gun noises and hollering for backup. During New Year’s Eve fireworks, he hit the ground in the
middle of astonished holiday crowds, covering his head with his hands.There were stints in
mental institutions and rare but explosive outbursts of violence.He left my mother when I was
five and my sister was two. Eventually, when I was nineteen, he left all of us for Southeast Asia.
Not back to Vietnam, but to Cambodia, Thailand, and Laos. He teaches young men landscape
gardening and sends them to college to get an education. Never young women, always young
men. I wonder if it’s some kind of penance.I’ve tried, over the years, to patch things up. I’ve been
alternately furious, distant, and miserable. But I could never understand how he can put so much



into the lives of children who don’t even belong to him and remain so emotionally unavailable to
his own family.Why have I never heard about this Congo war? I know about Iraq and
Afghanistan. Thanks to George Clooney, I even know a little bit about Darfur. But for almost a
decade, Congo has suffered the bloodiest war since World War II. By 2005, almost four million
people have died, from either disease, or starvation, or bullets. And no one talks about it.I’ve
never lived through a war. I don’t know for sure whether what happened to my father happened
to everyone or if we were just unlucky. And part of me wants to know. I want to see what my
father lived through. I want to believe that what happened was not his fault. That if he could have,
he would have been a better man.AND THAT IS HOW I end up in a Paris hotel room before the
ten A.M. flight to Kinshasa, shivering and dehydrated, thinking I just made the biggest mistake of
my life.Chapter 4Brian and I sit in the Kinshasa airport with his Harvard adviser, Professor
Richard Wrangham, in complete darkness.“Well,” says Richard in his tallyho English accent.
“This is a good start, isn’t it?”I’ve given our passports and U.S.$150 to a man the size of a house
called Jean Marie Baston. We hired him as an “homme de protocol,” which roughly translates to
someone who bribes you through customs. I’m contemplating the wisdom of handing over our
identities, given that two seconds after he disappeared, the lights went out. But I didn’t have
much choice. When an ex-boxer with the physique of the Incredible Hulk demands your
passports and 150 bucks, you give them to him.I hug my backpack to my chest. I’m suspicious
we are about to be robbed but I’m unsure of what to do about it.I was duly warned before we
arrived. Congo just made the top ten most dangerous countries list of the U.S. State Department.
I’ve been warned to expect pillaging, vehicle thefts, carjackings, extrajudicial killings, rapes,
kidnapping, ethnic tensions, and continued military operations. Every foreign office I’ve spoken
to said we would definitely be robbed and would almost certainly be killed. Excellent.The lights
flicker on and Baston comes barreling down the corridor with our passports and four massive
bags. I stand up and smile, relieved, but his eyes are wild and his fierce jaw is clenched.“Cours,”
he says in French. Run.“Excuse me?” I begin, but Baston has already turned and is running back
down the corridor, hauling more than 170 pounds of luggage with him.“What’s going on?” Brian
asks.I grab his arm and say, “Run!”Brian, Richard, and I catch up to Baston, breathless. He
explains that $150 wasn’t enough, and the customs officials wanted more. He refused and
effectively stole our bags. I look at the men lounging around with AK-47s and run faster.In the
parking lot, Baston hands us our passports, checking furtively over his shoulder. Children
surround us with their arms outstretched.“Madam, madam,” they beg.“Beat it,” says Baston,
batting his giant hand.Then he starts walking away.“Wait,” I cry, “you can’t leave us here! Where
are you going?”“I’m done,” he says, tossing his head toward the driver of a minivan. “This man
will take you to your hotel. Tomorrow you will be taken to the sanctuary.”And then, like the Hulk,
he vanishes.THE NEXT MORNING, our driver, Papa Sedico, seems to be doing his best to drive
us off a cliff.Part of the problem is that the road is more a postmodern abstraction of a road than
a functional strip of tarmac you can drive a car on. Rain has eroded sections of the roadway into
giant chasms that drop off into nothing, so that as the car swerves around corners, we are



treated to glimpses of the valley below. Overturned shells of vehicles are scattered by the
wayside, stripped of mechanical parts and electrical wiring.As we pass through villages, hordes
of children run after us.“Papa Sedico! Papa Sedico!” they cry, cheering raucously. Papa Sedico
tosses handfuls of sweets out the window. I close my eyes and pray for him to keep both hands
on the steering wheel.Finally we come to a bridge held together with rusty iron barrels and
covered in railroad planks. It looks barely strong enough for a goat, much less a car.Papa Sedico
eases onto the bridge. Every few seconds we tilt violently to one side. Through the window, I
have a disturbing view of the river rushing beneath us. Plank by plank, we crawl across, until by
some miracle, we are on the other side and a sign greets us like a placard for heaven:LOLA YA
BONOBO SANCTUARY“Nous sommes arrivés!” Papa Sedico announces cheerily as the car
rolls to a standstill. I jump out of the deathmobile as fast and far as my trembling legs will take
me.I look around, and the first surprise is the forest. Besides mango trees, we have barely seen
a single tree since we arrived in Kinshasa. The sanctuary is covered in them. Feathered palm
trees, wide-leafed umbrella trees, trees with weird curling seed pods. In the distance, a giant
forest with languid vines and flocks of birds stretches as far as the horizon.The sanctuary is built
on a hill that slopes toward a large lake.Tall red flowers bloom around its edges. Water lilies float
on the surface. Below us, the river snakes over small rapids. Above us, a stone path leads to
several colonial houses. It is more a resort than an orphanage for the world’s most endangered
ape.“Bonjour!” calls a voice above us. A woman descends the stone steps. Her hair is the most
extraordinary color I have ever seen. It is the burning amber of a setting sun. It is the electric
orange of copper wire.The light catches it and sends sparks flying in every direction.“I’m so glad
you are here,” she says in a sultry French accent. “Mon Dieu.” Self-consciously she touches her
face, which is not the unfortunate blotchy complexion of most redheads but a smooth olive. “I
must look such a mess.”She looks like no such thing. Her eyes are kingfisher blue, and her long
lashes have been carefully combed with mascara, her eyebrows smoothed with russet pencil.
She exudes Chanel No. 5. Standing next to her, I am doing a fair impression of a sweating
bushpig.“Semendwa is pregnant and we have been up all night waiting for the baby.” She
extends her hand to Richard first. “Claudine André.”We introduce ourselves.“You must be
hungry,” says Claudine, as if she has guessed my stomach is devouring itself. “Come and
eat.”LUNCH IS BY THE RIVER. Our pagoda is built on the sand and a cooling breeze fans the
tablecloth. The fare is mouthwatering. Fried sweet bananas (the edges crispy and caramelized),
moambe chicken (cooked in a kind of curry sauce with hints of peanut, cayenne, and sesame),
foufou (mashed cassava), and saka saka (boiled cassava leaves).“All this,” she says, waving her
hand around the sanctuary, “is the last forest in Kinshasa. Mobutu used to come here on the
weekends.”I nearly choke on my chicken. Mobutu is a secret fascination of mine. Being here,
where he walked, slept, and ate, is as good as being in Elvis Presley’s Graceland.Brian would be
thrilled if he knew about my clandestine obsession with the man they called the Leopard. He
would be even more smug if he knew he was the one who started it, one rainy afternoon in
Leipzig.I was watching Strange Love, a reality television show starring Flavor Flav from the hip-



hop group Public Enemy. In the show, Flav was running around Italy with the washed-up actress
Brigitte Nielsen, who was in the barbarian movie Red Sonja with Arnold Schwarzenegger circa
1985. Anyway, Flav was wearing a metallic Viking hat and baring his teeth in a gold-plated grin.
A giant diamond-studded clock hung around his neck and bling dripped from every possible
appendage.“He looks like Mobutu,” Brian commented.“Who?”Calling politics my weak point is
an understatement. I can barely point to Iraq on a map and I only just figured out that North and
South Korea are different countries. Brian, who reads the news obsessively, sees my disinterest
in world politics as a disease he’s going to cure me of.“Mobutu Sese Seko was the Congolese
dictator who stole a fourbillion-dollar fortune before he died.”I made a noncommittal
grunt.“Really,” said Brian, trying desperately to interest me. “He was a celebrity
nightmare.”Strange Love cut to a commercial. I turned to Brian.“Celebrity? As in diva? As in
tantrums? As in Mariah?”Mariah Carey and I transformed from virgin to whore to happily
engaged roughly on the same timeline. In fact, Mariah and I are practically identical twins
separated at birth. Except for her eight-octave range, $225 million fortune, and ability to throw
the kind of tantrums in public I can only dream about.“Mariah is nothing. Mobutu hired jumbo jets
to fly to Disneyland. He spent millions on shopping sprees. If he didn’t like someone, he didn’t
fire them, he had them killed.”When Brian left for work, I found a video of Mobutu on You-Tube in
a documentary called When We Were Kings. When no one in the United States would foot the
$10 million bill to bring the two legendary fighters Muhammad Ali and George Foreman together,
Mobutu flew them over for the fight of all fights, the Rumble in the Jungle. Mobutu did look very
Flavor Flav. He wore a leopard-skin hat that Flav would definitely covet and geek-chic glasses.I
did more research and found out Mobutu’s father was a cook who worked for a Belgian judge.
When Mobutu’s father died, the judge’s wife took Mobutu under her wing and educated him. As
a young man he was bright and passionate, influenced by the writings of Winston Churchill,
Charles de Gaulle, and Niccolò Machiavelli.Mobutu befriended the handsome, charismatic
Patrice Lumumba, who, after the long Belgian regime, would become Congo’s first
democratically elected president and great hope in 1960. But Lumumba was no puppet; he
spoke out viciously against Belgian colonial rule and the West and threatened to cooperate with
the Soviets. It was the height of the Cold War, and the CIA paid Mobutu to keep an eye on
Lumumba and his communist links with Russia.As soon as he could, Mobutu betrayed
Lumumba and provided intelligence that led to Lumumba’s assassination by the Belgians and
the Americans. Lumumba’s body was cut up into pieces and dissolved in acid so there would be
no martyr’s grave. Mobutu, backed by the West, stepped into his place and ruled supreme for
more than three decades.Money poured from Europe and the United States into Congo in
exchange for concessions to mine its vast, rich mineral deposits. And Mobutu began to spend it
in a way that did make Mariah seem like celebrity small fry.He renamed Congo Zaire and
renamed himself Mobutu Sese Seko Kuku Ngbendu Wa Za Banga, which translates to “Mobutu
the all-powerful warrior who goes from conquest to conquest leaving fire in his wake.” He also
went by “the Messiah.” At the beginning of television programs, he was shown descending from



parted clouds.On a typical day, he would wake up at seven A.M. and go straight to a team of
Chinese masseurs. He ate breakfast on the terrace of his palace that he built in the jungle of
Gbadolite. Surrounding the palace were plantations of oranges and grapefruit, along with a
ranch for the five thousand sheep he had flown in from Venezuela. Around nine he would start
drinking Laurent-Perrier pink champagne from his fifteen-thousand-bottle wine cellar.Lunch
might be mussels flown in from Belgium. After lunch, he had appointments with his hairdresser,
flown in from Paris; his barber, flown in from New York; and his stylist, flown in from Italy. The
palace was a United Nations of high-class employees that would have made any Hollywood
celebrity green with envy. His lavish dinners were attended by relatives waiting for cash, which
he handed out by the truckload.When his daughter got married, her dress was worth $70,000,
but her jewels were worth $3 million. The wedding cake, flown in from Paris, cost almost as
much as the dress. He had palatial vacation homes in Portugal, Madrid, Switzerland, and Paris,
not to mention a luxury cruiser on the Congo River that had oyster-shaped couches swathed in
pink silk. Seriously.To maintain power, he ordered the execution and torture of his enemies. His
soldiers stood by the election polls with guns to ensure that people made the right decision. But
in the end, bribery was his weapon of choice. His drawers were stuffed with $100 bills. His
attendants followed him with enough cash to fill several garbage bags. He paid off his ministers,
his attendants, his civil servants. Everyone who was anyone drove a Mercedes.During his thirty-
two-year rule, Mobutu stole between $4 billion and $15 billion. Though he paid his generals
lavishly, his solders were starving. The roads were unpaved, garbage lay rotting in the streets,
and the health system was on the verge of collapse. Unpaid teachers demanded gifts from boy
students and sex from the girls. The most cosmopolitan cities rarely had electricity.The water
was polluted.The national economy, which before 1974 had grown 7 percent every year, began
to fall and did not stop falling.In 1989, Mobutu visited President George Bush, who greeted
Mobutu as among America’s “most valued friends.” But a year later, the Cold War ended, and so
did the financial support of the United States. Zaire was bankrupt. Its foreign debts ran into the
billions, and its people were completely destitute.I smooth my hands over the side of my chair.
So this is where he sat, the man whose leopard-skin hat was fashioned in Paris, who ordered
cargo planes filled with haute couture, champagne, and chandeliers.I wondered if he had ever
walked around the lake, his hands behind his back, and contemplated the cost. Or if he thought
of nothing, just breathed in the heady scent of the water lilies, $100 bills floating on the air
behind him.AFTER LUNCH, we hold our bloated bellies and sigh. Claudine is adept at
entertaining. She gracefully fills in the conversation, asks how our trip was, how we found the
sanctuary, whether we need anything.“Well, of course,” she says, getting down to the reason
why we have come. “Now you must see the bonobos.”
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Idarah, “You'll go APE over this book!. "If I have learned one thing from Congo, it is this: If there
are those you love, whoever or wherever they are, hold them. Find them and hold them as tightly
as you can. Resist their squirming and impatience and uncomfortable laughter and just feel their
hearts throbbing against yours and give thanks that for this moment, for this one precious
moment, they are here.They are with you. And they know they are utterly, completely, entirely ...
Loved." – Vanessa WoodsI go bananas for apes, so it's no surprise that I fell in love with this
book! Woods stumbles into the world of Bonobos accidently when she meets her husband,
Brian. Bonobos live in the the shadow of their close cousins, the chimpanzees, and can only be
found in the jungles of Congo. Their peaceful and accepting way of life is worthy of emmulation,
especially in a country where violence, war and death are a way of life."LOLA YA BONOBO is
the only bonobo sanctuary in the world. More than sixty orphans live in a seventy-five-acre forest
just outside of Kinshasa...All ape sanctuaries, including Lola, exist because of the bushmeat
trade. In many African countries, where livestock is scarce and expensive, the easiest way to get
protein is to shoot it."While Woods assists her husband with his psychology study and tests of
the Bonobos at LOLA, she finds herself immersed in the stories of the sanctuary staff, the adult
Bonobos, and the orphans that keep streaming in after being rescued from wildlife traders. It's a
heartbreaking read at times, but I loved how Woods made the story as light-hearted as she
could. She invites the reader into her marriage and heart, and I am so grateful for the awareness
that this book raises about the plight of this loving primate. I feel motivated to get my ape on
once again. I'll have to scour my shelves for another book about apes because their world is one
I love to lose myself in!”

Steve Thomas, “Bonobos > Humans. Altruism > Intelligence- We are not the most altruistic
species.- We are not the most intelligent species.So what are we?- The species that operates its
own way while ruining the planet for everyone else.Obviously we need to get our act together,
and learn from our altruistic elders such as the bonobo.This book is a helpful place to begin.”

Mike, “Science made accessible. Vanessa Woods is an excellent writer and turns what could
have been a dry science tome into an exciting true story. PBS should hire her to make
documentaries on evolutionary biology and psychology...she has the potential to reach a broad
audience in our era of skepticism about science.”

Gabriella Lucas, “A whole new view of evolution. I agree with the vast majority of reviewers who
gave this book high ratings (and if you liked it, you should also read Lucy by Laurence Gonzales--
fiction but fascinating). I've been interested in bonobos for quite awhile and learned so much
from Ms. Woods' poignant account of her time in the Congo, her research and her husband's,
and the selfless people who work at the sanctuary.I feel compelled to comment on the one and
two star ratings, particularly regarding Ms. Woods' writing abilities and credentials. So, okay,



she's not Hemingway...but this is a personal memoir (which also included a lot of facts about her
subjects and Congo) and her 'voice' comes through loud and clear. She is at once engaging,
humorous, compassionate and caring. I laughed, wept, and felt compelled to learn more about
both the Congo and the bonobos--an author can't achieve much better than that. As to the
following comments: "Absolute drivel, written by an armchair adventurer whose observations
about Congo were made from the comfort of her bonobo sanctuary" ... Ms. Woods was/is far
more than an armchair adventurer. She had researched chimps for several years before going to
the bonobo sanctuary; she is a graduate of the Australian National University with a Masters
degree, and is now a Research Scientist in Evolutionary Anthropology at Duke University, not to
mention an award-winning journalist. I'm guessing she knows more about bonobos than 99% of
the planet, including everyone who has read (and reviewed) her book. And her focus was not to
write an account of the wars there (though I'm impressed with her knowledge about them and
glad she shared it), bur rather to share her experience and involvement with regard to the very
specific tests and experiments done at the sanctuary. So, hmmm...I wonder what purpose would
have been served if Ms. Woods would have deliberately put herself in harm's way by blustering
into war zones. Aside from peacekeepers, war journalists or soldiers deployed to do so, I can't
think of anybody who would want to!I hope I meet this fascinating woman some day and I hope
she continues her worthwhile work.”

Emily L, “My new favorite book. I'm a junior at university studying cognitive neuroscience, and I
want to study bonobos and other great apes as a career.Knowing this was a book about
bonobos by one of my favorite researchers / the wife of another favorite researcher (Brian Hare)
would have been enough to interest me.Woods' stories of grit, loss, and love were more than just
the story of an endangered ape. They is more than a story of what is - it's about our potential as
emotional creatures. Bonobo Handshake moved me to tears and showed me a side of bonobos
and Lola Ya Bonobo that doesn't come through in the scientific papers. I keep reading and
rereading my favorite parts and reading passages to all my friends.If you like to learn about
morality and social behavior, if you like love stories, if you've ever lost someone... you must read
this book.”

Robert John, “Great partnership. She is an expressive writer with a Aussie bent for being
forthright.He is clearly a top class researcher.Together the reader gets an excellent book telling
of the remarkable people who provide for this amazing primate.If Douglas Adams were writing
Hitch-hikers Guide today he might well say ‘So long, and thanks for all the Granny Smiths’. And
the Bonobos would set off for a happier place.”

Nicola A, “Highly recommended!. I agree with all the other reviews so far that have all given this
book 5 out of 5. Where do I start - brilliantly written in a way that lets you really engage with the
author, you learn about a species most people have never heard of - bonobos and about the



conflicts in the DRC both now and in the past. I couldn't put this book down and enjoyed every
minute of it - it was so interesting hearing stories from some of the people she worked with that
had seen first hand the war in Congo, it is scary what is happening out there. I loved reading
about Lola ya Bonobo Sanctuary (the only Bonobo Sanctuary with the aim to release them back
into the wild) and all the different orphans and their different personalities. Vanessa explains the
real deal of life at the sancuary, the hard work, danger but why it is all so worth it. She has now
set up a website to help the sanctuary raise funds and donations. Anyone with a love of animals
or an open mind - read it!”

Kristian, “Fantastic read. Like a novel, written with style. A great, personal, true adventure story
chronicling the DR Congo's traumatic war as well as the amazing Bonobo, and Lola y Bonobo.”

The book by Vanessa Woods has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 140 people have provided feedback.
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